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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, we examine the behaviour of the topological invariants of a manifold under 
flops of so-called (-2)-curves. Our results generalize the computations of Friedman [F] in the case 
of (- 1, - 1 )-curves. 
INTRODUCTION 
In their joint paper ‘Cubic forms and complex threefolds’ [OV], Okonek and 
Van de Ven started the’systematic investigation of complex structures on 
closed, oriented, topological 6-manifolds. One of the main concerns of [OV] is 
the construction of many complex threefolds and the computation of their 
topological invariants. Since there are certain ‘standard constructions’ which 
allow one to obtain a new manifold from a given one, it is natural to calculate 
the invariants of the new manifold in terms of the invariants of the old one. In 
[OV], this was done for the standard constructions cyclic coverings, blow ups in 
points and curves, and projective bundles. In the present paper, we treat a more 
recent construction, namely flops of (-2)-curves. If X is a three-dimensional 
complex manifold, a (-2)-curve is a smooth rational curve C c X with normal 
bundle NC/X E 0=(-l) @ C?C(-1), or ” 0~ @ C?C(-2). For flops of (-2)- 
curves with normal bundle 0c(-1) @ OC(-1). the respective computations 
were carried out by Friedman [F]. We extend his result to arbitrary (-2)-curves. 
We will make intense use of the results of [R] concerning (-2)-curves and their 
flops, especially of the factorization of the flops into blow ups and downs. 
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I. FLOPS OF (-2)-CURVES 
For the general theory of flops, especially their role in the description of bira- 
tional transformations, we refer the reader to [Ka] and [Ko]. The explicit theory 
of flops of (-2)-curves can be found in [RI. If C c X is a (-2)-curve, we define 
the following invariant: 
width(C) := 
sup{n 13 a subspace CCn c X : C c Cc,; a,, G C x ({*}, @[&I/ < E’ >)}. 
Lemma 1 [R, 5.31. (i) We have width(C) = 1 ifand only if NC/X N 0,(-l) @ 
Q(- 1). 
(ii) The width of C becomes infinite ifand only if C moves in a scroll of rational 
curves. 
One can furthermore show (see [R] and [L]) that a curve C c X is a (-2)-curve 
of width k if and only if it is the exceptional curve of a small resolution 
rr : X + Y of an &-singularity. Following Reid, we will now present the ex- 
plict description of flops of (-2)-curves as a sequence of blow ups and downs. 
We first recall some standard facts concerning blow ups in smooth curves 
which we will need continuously in our considerations. 
Proposition 1. Let X be a three-dimensional complex manifold, C c X a smooth 
curve, r : 2 + X the blow up of Xalong C, and E c i? the exceptional divisor. 
(1) The map (x,~) H a*(x) $1’: H2(X,Z) $2’. [E] + H’(X,Z) is an iso- 
morphism. 
(2) NE,2 2 Qy,~~,,,(-l). 
(3) For all a E H4(X,Z) we have ~*a. E = 0, andfor all IZI E H’(X,Z) we 
have a*(~) E’ = --cy C. 
(4) Q(X) = o*(cz(X) + C) - o*(c,(X)) . E. 
(5) The strict inverse image 3 of a smooth surface S c X with C c S isgiven up 
to linear equivalence bv 3 N a*S - E. 
Proof. (1) [GH, p. 6051; (2) [GH, p. 6071; (3) This follows from the projection 
formula [Fu, Proposition 8.1.1, p. 1321; (4) [GH, p. 609f.l; (5) [Fu, Theorem 6.7, 
p. 1161. 0 
Now, let X be a three-dimensional complex manifold, C c X an isolated (-2)- 
curve with width(C) > 1, and Xl 2 X the blow up of X along the curve C. 
Since we have Nclx E 0~ B 0~( -2) by assumption, the exceptional divisor El 
of cri is isomorphic to the Hirzebruch surface C2. Let Ct c El be the curve with 
negative self intersection number. On the curve Ci there is the following se- 
quence of normal bundles: 
0 --f Nc,/E, + Nc,/x, + NE,/x,IC, - 0. 
Using NE,,x,~c, 2 Oc, and Nc,lE, 2 (3~, (-2), we conclude that Ci is a (-2)- 
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curve, too. If Nc,jx, Z OC, $ C?C, (-2), we can blow up Xl in Ci, and so on. In 
this way, we obtain a sequence of manifolds and blow ups 
. . +x,%-24-, 
and (-2)-curves C, c X, with N,,, % OcV @ c?c,(-2). 
Proposition 2 [R, Theorem 5.41. If width(C) < co, then width(C,) = 
width(C,_i) - 1. 
Hence, the above procedure terminates (we assumed C to be isolated), i.e., 
there is a finite sequence of blow ups 
such that N,jx, % 0c,(-1) $0=,(-l), where n = width(C) - 1. Finally, let 
Cn+l. . x,+1 --f X, be the blow up of C,. Denote by E, the exceptional divisor of 
the blow up gV. We will now collect some facts which we will need for our 
computations, and which are easy to check: For v = 1,. . . , n, we have 
ok,, = G,,(&) h w ere D, is a curve with self intersection number 2. This 
implies 
(6) C, . E, = 0 and E,’ = 2. 
Let us take a closer look at the blow up of C, c E, c X,, v = 1, . . . , n. Write E, 
for the strict transform of E,,. Proposition 1 (5) implies that & is isomorphic to 
E,, and 
(7) Eu N $+,E, - E,/+I. 
It follows that 
(8) E~=OandE~.E,+i =2. 
Hence, the curve A, := i?, n E,, I has the self intersection number 2 as a curve 
on EL,+ I. (As a curve on E, it has the self intersection number E,. E:+, = -2.) 
In particular, E, is not affected by the blow ups (T,+ 1, . . . , a,, + 1. For the normal 
bundle, we obtain 
(9) %;j&+, % O&*E, - Ey+,) % Q(-1) @ CQ(-A,) 
On &+I, we consider the strict transforms of the E,, v = 1, . . . , n, which we 
will denote for simplicity again by E,, and En + 1. From what we have seen 
above, we know that E, and Ep intersect if and only if u = p * 1. Since E,, + 1 is 
isomorphic to Pi x Pi with normal bundle 0( - 1, -l), the MoiSezon-Nakano 
criterion [Na] implies that E,, + 1 can be blown down along the ruling not con- 
tracted by on+,. By using (9) and the MoiSezon-Nakano criterion, it follows 
thatalltheE,,v=l,... , n, can succesively be contracted afterwards. Denote 
these contractions by pV, v = 1, . . , n + 1. Altogether, we obtain a commutative 
diagramm 
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UI 1 1 Pl 
x --f X’. 
The birational transformation A’ --+ X’ is called the flop of C. Define 
u:=fJ10.. ‘o~n+l,p :=p1 0”‘OPfl+l, and for a class Q E H*(X,Z), set 
(Y’ := plugs E H*(X’, Z). With these notations we have [R, 6.5, p. 1691: 
Ilfl 
(10) p*(~’ = o*cx + (a. C) c vE,. 
u=l 
2. THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS 
We will now compare the topological invariants of X and X’. For this, set 
C’ := p(C,+,). 
Theorem 1. (i) For all cy E H*(X, Z) we have cy’ C’ = -CX . C. 
(ii) For all CY, p, y E H*(X, Z) thefollowing holds 
c~‘.P’.y’= cy.,O.y - width(C)(cs. C)(p. C)(y. C). 
Proof. (i) By using (lo), Proposition 1 (3), EJ+ 1 = 2, E, . E:,, = 0, 
v= l,...,n- 1,andE,.En2+* =-2,weget 
(Y’ . C’ = -~*cv’ . E;+, = --(~*a. E,2+, - (a. C)nk’ uE, . E,‘, , = -Q!.C. 
u=l 
(ii) Set E := ~~~~ E,. Then: 
CY’.p’.y’=(p*c+(p*~‘).(p*y) 
= (c*(1. + (a. C)E) . (o*,L? + (,B. C)E) . (a*? + (y . C)E) 
=c+~+(wC)(~~C)~*~~E*+(WC)(~~C)~*/~~E*+ 
(P~C)(y~C)a*cr~E*+(a~C)(~~C)(~~C)E’. 
From (6) and (8), it follows that 
E’ = c upEy. E,, = 2 5 Y(Y + l)Eu. Ev+, + “5’ v*E,2 
V.P v=l v=l 
E3= c upcLxE~~Ep~Ex 
Y>PJ 
= 3u$, u(u + WE,2 &+I + (u + 1)Ev . E,2+ 1) + ‘5’ u3E,3 
\ ’ u=l 
2 




We now have to compute e.g. a*y . E2. By construction, E,. E,+I s A,, 
v = 1, . . , n. Since the curve A, is mapped isomorphically onto C by a, we de- 
duce that a*y.E,,.E,+l =y. C. Analogously, we infer from (9) that 
o*y.E,2=-27X, u= 1,. , n. Finally, Propostion 1 (2) implies that 
E,f+ , = -f -f’ where f is th e ruling contracted by ~7 and f’ is the one con- 
tracted by p. Hence, a’y . E,f+ , = -7. C. We conclude: 
(y’. p’ . y’ = a. p. y 




The other topological invariants behave as follows: 
Theorem 2. (i) We have 63(X) = bj(X’) andwz(X’) = pt~*(w2(X)). 
(ii) For all a E H2(X, Z) thefollowing holds 
p1 (X’) . a’ = p] (A’) . cy - 4. width(C)cr . C. 
Proof. (i) The equality of the third Betti numbers follows from the considera- 
tion of suitable Mayer-Vietoris sequences as in [GH, p. 6051. The equality 
c,(X’) = p,o*ct(X) - and consequently WI(Y) = p*(~*(w2(X)) - follows, be- 
cause the birational transformation X --f X’is an isomorphism incodimension 1. 
(ii) Recall thatpt(X) = cl(X)’ - 2rz(X). Since cl(X)’ .Q = CI(X’)’ .(1y’ for 
all Q E H ‘(X, Z) by Theorem 1, we only have to compute cz(X’) a’. We 
introduce the following notation: a[i]:=~iO”‘Oo,+1,i=l,...,n+l, 
p[i] := pi 0 ’ ..opn+l,i=l ,..., n+l,and C:_,:=p]v](En+l),v=l ,..., n+l. 
Since C, is for every v the exceptional curve of a small resolution, the canonical 
divisor of X, has to be trivial in a neighborhood of C,,, in particular 
c:cl (XU) . E,, I = 0. Proposition 1 (4) implies 
n+l ?l+l 
(.2(X+1) = g*cz(x) + c v=, $&,-I = P$C2(X’) + ,g, P/z&-,. 
We infer 




CZ(xlfl) - ,I, Pi,]C, 
> 











+ (a. C)a*c2(X) E + (a. C’,, a$,-~ E 
= Q(X) c\: + 2(n t l)(ck C). 
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To see the last equality, note that a*cz(X) . E = 0 by (3) and that 
uil Cv_i . E = 0 by the projection formula and the fact that Ep . C,_, = 0 for 
p= l,...,V- 1. cl 
In some cases, it is possible to state the results of Theorem 1 (ii) and Theorem 2 
(ii) in a more elegant way. For this, let X be a closed, oriented, topological 
6-manifold with torsion free homology and 
cpx : SW(X,Z) + z 
the cubic form induced by the cup product. If (hi,. . . , hb) is a basis for 
H2(X, Z) and if we write the cubic form cpx as multiplication, we can describe 
the form cpx by the following homogenous polynomial of degree 3 in the vari- 
ablesxl,...,xb: 
fX = K/(&): wz”T 7 7 
u, +...+vf) = 3
and the first Pontrjagin class by the linear polynomial 
px := ($1 (X) . hl)Xl + . + @l(X) . hb)Xh. 
These polynomials define invariants of the topological type of X in the follow- 
ing way: There is a natural action of GLb(Z) from the left on the ring of poly- 
nomials in the variables xi,. . . , Xb by substitution of variables. It is obvious that 
the GL@)-orbits offx and px depend only on the topological type of X. 
Example 1. Let X be a three-dimensional complex manifold with torsion free 
homology, C c X an isolated (-2)-curve, and X -+ X’ the flop of C. Assume 
that there is an element hi E H2(X,h) with hi . [C] = 1 and choose elements 
h2,. . . , h, with hi . [C] = 0, i = 2,. . , b, such that (hi, ... ,hb) is a basis for 
H2(X, Z). Choosing (h,‘, . . . ,I(,) as a basis for H2(X’,Z) and computing 
fx, px,fxt, andpxt with respect to these bases, we get 
fx -fx/ = width(C)xf; 
px - pxl = 4 width( C)xi . 
Example 2 (compare [0, p. 3241, [Wr, p. 921). Fix two positive integers do and di 
and choose homogenous polynomials go, gi E @[zo, zi,z2,z3, ~4, zsldo and 
‘+O,hl E ~[~0,=1,~2,z3,z4,~5]~,, such that their common set of zeroes 
S := Z(go,gi, ho, hl) consists of d@f simple points. The hypersurface 
Y := Z(goh - &ho) 
is then smooth outside S, and has ordinary double points in S. Let X c p4 x Pi 
be the complete intersection 
where [wo : WI] are the homogenous coordinates of PI. The projection 
lp4 x Pi --+ tP4 induces a map 7r : X 4 Y which is an isomorphism outside S 
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and which replaces each point of S by a smooth rational curve with normal 
bundle O(- 1) $0(-l). In other words, 7r : X -+ Y is a small resolution. X is a 
simply connected manifold with b2(X) = 2. In particular, all the 7r-exceptional 
(-2)-curves are homologous. By flopping these curves successively, we obtain a 
sequence 
x + xi -+ . . . -+ X&_, --+ X&Z. 
0 I II I 
In this sequence, only the manifolds X and X d;d; are projective. If do = dr, we 
can describe X+,2 as 
Xd,‘d; = Z(gowo - how, g1 wo - how ). 
So in this case, X and X+,Z are homeomorphic to each other. 
Now, let do and dr be again arbitrary positive integers and choose (hr,h2) 
with 
hl := c~(%~P, (l,O),x) and h2 := CI(QQ+, (0, l),x) 
as a basis for H’(X,Z). Computingfx andpx with respect o this basis andfx,, 
andpx, by Example 1, we obtain 
f~ = Xf((d0 +4)X1 + JdodlXd, 
PI(X) = ((5 - d; - d: - Uodl)(do + dl))xi + ((5 - d; - df)dod,)xz; 
fx, =fx-4, 
PI(&) =p~(x) - ‘tVX2, v = 1,. . . ,d;d,? 
It is easy to see that the discriminant off&zdz vanishes (i.e.,f+d2 has a quadratic 
factor) if and only if do = dl. Since the d%riminant of fx is” a topological in- 
variant, we conclude that X and X d$; are homeomorphic to each other if and 
only if do = dl. 
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